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 The 14-th International Balloon Festival “Sky Fair - 2015” 

GENERAL BRIEFING NOTES 

Version 1 
14:30, 28 June 2015   

I.5         PERSONNEL 

            In addition to provided list: 
           International Jury Member Svetlana Koroleva (Russia, Moscow) 
           International Jury Member        Koji Ota(Japan) 

II.3.       PZ LIST (7.3) 

PZ 
#  

Type  Centrepoint coordinates  Radius, m  Height MSL, 
m.  

Comments  

9 Yellow 9858 / 4865 500 - shooting range 

10 Yellow Motorway Perm’-Yekaterinburg Width - 400 m - Red colour on the mp 

is considered yellow 

 
II.10 RECALL PROCEDURE (10.15) 

The other official messages may be sent as SMS from phone +7 902 478-12-14  (Vyacheslav Chernykh) to 

the Russian phone numbers of pilots registered at the check-in. The telephones of pilots must be available 
during all the Event. 

II.12.     GOALS SELECTED BY A COMPETITOR (12.2) 

No goal selected by a competitor shall be: 

1.   Within a blue PZ; 

2.   Within a built-up area of Kungur (in accordance with altitude, specified in II. 3); 
3. Within red  PZs (in accordance with altitude, specified in II. 3). 

II.13 LOCATION OF OFFICIAL NOTICE BOARD (5.10) 
 Official Notice Board is on the 2nd floor of Fitness center, room before entering the pool. 

 

10.9.2 Not used. 
 

11.2.2  Unless otherwise stated in the task data, a landing at will is not permitted within 200 meters of any 
goals/targets (for penalty see R13.3 Distance infringements). 

 
11.3.4 Unless otherwise stated in the task data, a contest landing is not permitted within 200 meters of any 

goals/targets (for penalty see R13.3 Distance infringements). 

 
13.4.2   Task point penalties are subtracted from a competitor's task score, which cannot be reduced below zero. 

Competition point penalties are also subtracted from a competitor's task score and may result in a negative 
score, which will be set against his total score in the Event. 

During a team score the penalty points of each pilot in every task are summed, divided in halves and 
subtracted from a team's task score as described above. 

 

14.1.1. A team result is a sum of the pilots’ achieved outcomes in a task, including result penalties, divided in halves.  
A competitor's result is the achieved outcome in a task including result penalties.  

Results will be expressed in meters, square kilometers, minutes or degrees with an accuracy specified in 
R14.6.2. 

14.4.1  At the task score sheet the command takes one cell. 

Teams will be ranked in order of achieved outcomes according to the rules for each task, including all 
penalties. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. Briefings, tasks data sheets 
 We will try to distribute task data sheet minimum 5 min before the beginning of task briefings, pilots will 

have at least 5 minutes for studying it. 

 Morning briefings will begin at 4:00. 

2. Responsibility 

Lost (or irrepairably damaged) loggers shall be compensated by the pilot – 100 EUR (6 000 RUB). 
 

3. Altitude 

 If declaration of altitude is compulsory and the pilot fails to do so he will be scored to the separation altitude 
300 m. 

   

4. Debriefing 

Debriefing will take place in Briefing hall. 
Please keep silence while waiting for debriefing. 

1. Return all unused markers and inform about the lost. 

2. Provide Your FRF 
3. Return Your logger to debriefer. 

 Debrifers will check the report for completeness (takeoff, landing, and the estimated results), as well as 
tracks. 

 GREEN colour pens is reserved for debriefers, RED – for scorer. Pilots are required to use BLUE, 

VIOLET, GREY or BLACK writing pens for filling competition forms. 
 Assigned debriefer (or any free debriefer) will check the report for completeness (take-off, landing place, 

estimated results). Traditional 4/4 digit coordinates are accepted. All fields in report form must be filled-in. 
 Realistic estimated result must always be written, even when the marker has landed inside MMA. 

 Unrealistic estimated results can be interpreted as a sign of disrespect or fraud. Pilots must come to the 
debriefing without delay. Standard 4/4 coordinates are accepted. All fields of the FRF must be filled. 

If the landowner comes to see you, ask for his name and write it on Flight Report. The name will be needed 

if you have caused disturbance. 
 

5. Competition numbers 
 Competition numbers from previous competitions should be crossed with a black or blue tape. 

 

6. Player of tracks 
The site flymonitor.ru will organize a tracks player. Pilots, who are not ready to show their tracks, please 

convey this information to Ilona Gizatullina – 922-359-0973. 
 

7. Phone numbers 
 Event director Igor Starkov        908-271-2348 

 Safety officer Vyacheslav Chernykh        902-478-1214 

 Meteoofficer Gints Gailis        951-936-5587 
 Scoring to Ilona Gizatullina        922-359-0973 

 Debriefing to Ilona Gizatullina 922-359-0973 
 Chief measurer and TT1 Ekaterina Shubina        950-445-8810 

 TT2 leader Polina Musihina        961-755-1241 

 TT3 leader Sergei Brizgalov        902-834-4278 
 


